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By Susanne Simic

Social media is the ‘buzz word’ these days. It seems almost impos-
sible not to read an ad, watch TV or go online without being inun-
dated with news and invites to join Twitter, Facebook or YouTube.  

Does this mean that it’s important that today’s businesses jump on the 
bandwagon and release their coveted brand on social media?  The straight 
answer is YES. Furthermore, industry experts believe that your biggest risk 
is not getting started today!

Taking that leap into social media was the hot topic on April 25, 2012 
at a roundtable Discussion that was hosted by the Canadian Marketing 
Association’s Contact Centre Council.  Sponsored by LoyaltyOne and 
moderated by John Bardawill of TMG International Inc., the roundtable 
included senior executives and social media experts from TD Bank, ING 
Direct Canada, Sears Canada, JWT, Kobo and Sysomos.  The event was 
attended by approximately 100 call centre, marketing and social media 
professionals.There are a number of companies who have jumped in and 
are learning how to best harness the power of social media to build the 
brand, identify new sources of revenue, and enhance the customer service 
experience, but there are many companies who have been reluctant to 
participate.  According to John Bardawill, “this is a bus that has already left 
the station, and regardless of who is driving it, all companies need to find a 
way to jump on.”  

how to develop a social media strategy
If used properly, social media can provide significant added value to a 
brand, provide insight on new trends and topics and allow companies to 
share information and perspectives.   Yet many companies don’t know how 
to leverage social media to enhance their business.  Before getting started, 

it is imperative that businesses LISTEN to what their customers are saying 
on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, blogs and industry forums to find out what 
they are interested in and where they are ‘hanging out’.    It will also help 
businesses to get a better feel for the content and tone of the conversations 
that reflect what really mattersAccording to Laurie Dillion-Schalk, digital 
strategy director at JWT, it’s important to understand that social media is a 
dialogue between a company and its existing and potential customer base.  
“The goal is to gain a deeper engagement with your customers,” she says.  
“Be prepared to change the nature of the conversation based on what your 
community wants to talk about.”

Your social media strategy should be developed around the steps in the 
customer buying behaviour model which includes developing awareness, 
education, preference and purchase. This will ensure that your social media 
strategy is customer focused. By aligning your operations to your customer 
needs you can better establish a framework for success with social media 
and more importantly, strengthen the relationship with your customers 
and prospects.

So who is driving the social media bus – marketing or the contact centre?  
Both marketing and the contact centre play a role in establishing a social 

media strategy, however many of the experts from the roundtable felt that 
marketing has to step up to the plate and fund these social media oppor-
tunities to get them off the ground.  It’s a brand engagement initiative so 
it typically begins in marketing and gets executed across the organization.  
This may require a piece of the media budget (or other marketing funds) to 
establish, but the entire company needs to embrace social media as it will 
affect all aspects of the business.

You’ll need to pull together a team that not only understands and lives 
in the social media world, but is knowledgeable and passionate about your 
brand.  “Coaching this team of associates is the most important role,” says 
Wendy Arnott, vice-president, social media and digital communications, 
TD Bank.  “Establish the guidelines and determine the voice of your brand 
on social media.”   

Existing contact centre representatives provide the ideal skill set and 
knowledge of a company’s brand and should be considered for the social 
media roles the organization is looking to fill. Assign a senior staff member 
to be in charge of the social media strategy and ensure that there is execu-

tive buy-in in all departments for a more cohesive and fluid brand and a 
positive internal morale.  Without cross department collaboration, any new 
program will fade quickly.

lessons learned, best practices
Traditional metrics still apply. Customers continue to expect the same 
level of customer support from the contact centre, so businesses need to 
determine how to translate the social media metrics back into their existing 
traditional ones.  Establish a CRM platform that can connect all of your 
company’s channels. This will provide a much clearer picture of who the 
customers are and what they care about.  

Be honest, open and transparent. Remember that you are broadcasting 
to the world and that the consequences to your brand can be significant.  
David Bradshaw, vice-president (head) of sales and service at ING Direct 
Canada and Chair of the CMA Contact Centre Council suggests that some-
times it is best to “respond publicly but resolve privately.”  You may make 
mistakes, but use those as learning experiences and move on.  Customers 
will appreciate your honesty.

Respond in a timely manner. Not only does a company need to be 
organized in the public eye, but also behind the scenes.  “Provide lots of 
online support resources to allow you to respond in a timely manner,” states 
Jeff Cann of Sysomos.  “And ensure that you respond to all social media 
platforms you are supporting, not just one handle.” Remember that social 
media is just that, SOCIAL.  Be accessible, connected, entertaining, and BE 
YOUR BRAND!

Leverage your brand advocates. It’s important to remember that not 
everyone is going to ‘like’ a company or positively promote its brand.  
However, if businesses can help their customers resolve issues, provide 
insight or just appreciate their patronage, they can leverage these brand 
advocates as part of their strategy to positively influence potential new 
customers and enlarge their following on social media.

Don’t wait any longer to get started. “The biggest risk is not getting 
started,” advises Arnott.  “Otherwise, you will miss an opportunity to service 
your customers because they are already on social media.”
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your business
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By Andrew Dixon

Mobile technology, cloud com-
puting and the internet have 
all fundamentally changed 

the face of communication, but nothing 
has been as transformative as social in 
changing the way we interact and build 
relationships – both in our personal and 
professional lives.   

Thanks to the power of social technolo-
gies, people are more closely connected to 
information, and to one another, than ever 
before. The consumer, peer-to-peer, Web 
2.0 environment has ushered in a new age 
where anyone with an electronic device 
and an internet connection can be a media 
tycoon. Start a blog and in seconds you can 
publish your thoughts and opinions for all 
to see, from anywhere and everywhere. 

It’s the democratization of communica-
tion and it’s driving an exponential increase 
in the number of channels and in the 
sheer volume of content. That’s why the 
broadcast marketing model is no longer a 
viable strategy. In order to cut through the 
clutter, you need to share and engage with 
your customers in a new way. 

Of course, marketers are responding and 

evolving faster than ever before. New tech-
nologies and touch points have spurred 
rapid innovation in techniques, processes 
and tools. But even as these changes occur 
right before our eyes, we still rely on email, 
a technology that is decades old, as the de 
facto business collaboration tool. 

The question is why?

The email let down 
How many emails hit your inbox yes-
terday? 100? 200? The email overload 
problem is one that many of us can relate 
to. Distribution lists and “reply alls” are 
annoying and inefficient ways to col-
laborate. And because it’s a one-to-many 
communication tool, it isolates content 
and creates silos.  Take the process of coor-
dinating an integrated campaign, one that 
touches an array of agency partners and 
marketing disciplines across the business. 
Typically, this involves sending multiple 
email updates, file attachments and 
status updates as you coordinate logistics 
back-and-forth. Then, final versions of 
the campaign material are published to 
a shared drive or brand portal for rollout 
across territories or regions. 

Let’s remember that email was never 
really meant to be more than a simple 
messaging tool – we’ve been asking it to 
do things it wasn’t originally designed to 
do. There has to be a better way. We’re not 
necessarily talking about a world without 
email here (unless you want that) – just one 
with far less.  

The emergence of the social intranet
The newest trend that has been born 
of our dissatisfaction with email is the 
re-emergence of the corporate intranet, 
powered by social technologies. 
Acknowledging that the consumer social 
web has transformed how people com-
municate, social business software brings 
those same innovations to the enterprise. 
You get the great social features and user 
experience you love in your favourite con-
sumer apps (i.e. the ability to follow, blog, 
update your status, etc.), while at the same 
time meeting stringent IT requirements.

This has tremendous application for 
businesses that traditionally have been 
restricted by hierarchies and silos within 
their organizations. With social business, 
information flows more freely and enables 

people to self-organize into communi-
ties, discover each other and connect 
– instantly. As a result, work gets done far 
more efficiently than ever before.

For marketers, that means you can:
Brainstorm ideas for a new direct mar-

keting initiative or post updates on a range 
of marketing topics, including competitive 
intelligence & campaign performance 

Develop an integrated marketing cal-
endar to streamline messaging and bring 
together disparate functions responsible 
for print, direct, email and social

Collaborate and share digital assets 
across marketing functions and agencies

Meet less, hold fewer conference calls, 
and even put an end to reply-alls

reaching today’s social customer
Social business is not just about a better 
way to collaborate at work. It also gives you 
the opportunity to enhance your relation-
ship with your customers – to better 
support them and improve your marketing 
efforts by making your brand about more 
than just product. 

Today’s buyer has far more choice than 
ever before. We’ve gone from information 

scarcity to information abundance. Your 
message can be seen, heard, shared with 
friends and deleted with the click of a 
button. That is, of course, if it manages to 
break through the clutter in the first place. 

The purchase process has changed. 
Today’s buyer responds to conversations, 
not just campaigns. That’s why an online 
community, powered by social, is critical 
as it helps you establish a dialogue with 
your customers. And when you know what 
customers really think and want, you can 
adapt your products or services as part of a 
feedback loop. 

case in point: Mobilicity 
Wireless carrier Mobilicity relies on Igloo’s 
social business software suite to create a 
more connected and well-armed dealer 
network across Canada. In less than 2 
weeks, they were able to launch a branded, 
social intranet to provide dealers with a 
single point of access to training materi-
als, sales tools and system and network 
updates. Corporate marketing can now 
easily communicate with those in the field 
and help them overcome customer objec-
tions, while dealers may network with each 
other to share marketing inspiration and 
examples of promotions that were effec-
tive in their regions. 
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Marketing has evolved, collaboration should too
Social business software is helping marketers communicate and collaborate more effectively  
with their customers, agency partners and peers.

SocIAL mEDIA

Your customer potential...unleashed
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